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HEADED TOWARDS SUCCESS. THAT IS THE TERRATEC.
STARTING OFF 2015 FOR THE INDUSTRY.
The TerraTec is the only international trade fair in Germany focusing on all
aspects of environmental technologies and services in 2015.
As trade fair, it concentrates on forward-looking solutions for water, raw
materials and closed loop recycling management and relevant aspects for
adapting to climate changes. Particular attention is placed on effectiveness
and resource and energy efficiency.
Unique: The close connection between the TerraTec and the enertec –
International Trade Fair for the Generation, Distribution and Storage of Energy
– mirrors the complex interrelations existing between the environmental and
energy sectors and thus offers an optimal platform for presenting the
corresponding technologies and services.
The high quality of the information and contacts offered by these two trade
fairs is reinforced by the specialized program of supporting events presented by
prominent organizers and international cooperation exchanges and forums
within the framework of the exhibition.
FIRST-CLASS RESULTS. TERRATEC and ENERTEC 2013
IN RETROSPECT.
Good atmosphere, favorable summary: The 13th TerraTec and 7th enertec reported
a considerable increase in attendance in January of 2013. The main topic
decentralization in particular received very positive feedback. The significance
of TerraTec and enertec as joint platform for environmental and energy
technologies with an international focus was confirmed.
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Exhibitors in 2013
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QUALITY. CONTACTS AND SPECIALIZED PROGRAM.

PROMISING COMBINATION. ENERTEC AND TERRATEC.

MARKET PROSPECTS. TERRATEC AND ENERTEC INTERNATIONAL.

YOUR CUSTOMERS. TRADE VISITORS OF TERRATEC AND ENERTEC.

Unlimited possibilities: Due to its international focus on markets located in
Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe as well as the Commonwealth of
Independent States, the combination of TerraTec and enertec offers optimum
conditions for exchanging information and experience and developing business
relations, especially with regard to supply and disposal.

• Technical and commercial employees and decision-makers from industry,
trade and business
• Municipal and private supply and disposal companies
• Plant operators
• Environmental protection and safety officers from industry
• Designers, development and consulting engineers, architects
• Municipal planners and decision-makers: Representatives from ministries,
municipalities, public agencies and authorities
• Decision-makers in agricultural and forestry enterprises and distribution
organizations
• Institutes, public scientific and research institutions
• Associations and organizations, special-purpose associations
• Craftsmen, service providers and distributors
• Real estate industry
• Property owners, members of the general public interested in local energy
and environmental issues

HIGHLIGHT. GREEN VENTURES 2015.
Recipe for success: Germany‘s largest international cooperation exchange for
the environment and energy sector attracted more than 200 participants from
40 different countries to visit the TerraTec and enertec in 2013. Green Ventures
will be on hand again in 2015 enhancing the international offering of the trade
fair combination.
Organizer: Potsdam Chamber of Industry and Commerce, with the support of
Saxon State Ministry of Environment and Agriculture
SERVICE. INTERNATIONAL B2B AND GUIDED TOURS.
Active support: We organize meetings between exhibitors and visitors from foreign
countries and thematically based guided tours. And our free-of-charge interpretation services with emphasis on Russian and other Eastern European
languages ensure that there are no communication barriers.
VALUE ADDED. THE SPECIALIZED PROGRAM.
Up-to-date and interesting: The high-caliber program of specialized events and
international cooperation exchanges ensure that both exhibitors and trade
visitors stay up-to-date about all topics that are currently shaping the industry.
YOUR ADVANTAGE. TWO TRADE FAIRS, ONE PLATFORM.
Strong Synergy Effects: Benefit from the close link between the TerraTec and
enertec and leverage the opportunities offered by participating in a crossindustry event. Here you’ll reach your target audiences!

Rent prices
for floor space only

Prices when registering
by June 13, 2014 after June 13, 2014

Row stand
Corner stand
Head stand
Block stand
plus AUMA fee of EUR 0.60 /m²

EUR 134.00 /m²
EUR 139.00 /m²
EUR 144.00 /m²
EUR 149.00 /m²

EUR 144.00 /m²
EUR 149.00 /m²
EUR 154.00 /m²
EUR 159.00 /m²

THE TERRATEC‘S EXHIBITION AREAS
• Waste disposal, recycling and resource and
material recovery – technologies and services
• Municipal, industrial and commercial cleaning
• Renewable raw materials and biogenic waste
• Water supply and management
• Wastewater and sewage treatment
– technologies and services
• Soil conservation, groundwater protection, water
pollution control – technologies and services
• Air pollution control – technologies and services
• Climate change – risk management and
disaster control
• Safety at work and hazard prevention
• Geodata infrastructures and applications
• Process measurement, control and
analysis technologies

including free-of-charge customer invitations
by June 13, 2014 after June 13, 2014
EUR 260.00
EUR 270.00

Complete stand packages

starting at EUR 247.00 /m²

All cited prices do not include the applicable sales tax.

Sustainability
Conserving resources
Energy efficiency
Reliable service
Flexibility
Cost reduction

CENTRAL TOPICS OF

Recycling-oriented waste
management and sustainable
feedstock management
> Waste and recycling materials
logistics
> Recycling and utilization for
energy purposes
> Resource and materials
recovery and efficient use

Future-oriented
water management
> Wastewater as source of energy
and raw materials
> Water management infrastructures
– maintenance, restructuring,
innovations
> Decentralized wastewater
treatment

Regional adaptation
to climate change
> Forecasts, modeling, risk
management and practical
solutions, especially with regard
to extreme weather phenomena

Communications fee

when registering
		

THE CONNECTION. CENTRAL IDEA OF THE TRADE FAIR DUO.

The registration forms can be found online at
www.terratec-leipzig.com.

CENTRAL TOPICS OF

Flexible energy systems
> Decentralized and sustainable
energy generation
(enertec dezentral)
> Modern power plant systems and
flexible infrastructure integration
> Systems for ensuring energy
provision and storage in line
with demands
> Expansion and modernization
of grids

Energy efficiency: Optimizing
energy consumption
> Monitoring, intelligent software
and control system technology
for saving energy
> Process optimization within
existing systems
> Structural solutions for
saving energy

Energy market: Offers,
challenges, development
> Energy services
> Procurement and sales
> Promising fields on the energy
market / research and development
> Underlying political conditions
of the energy turnaround

